BANNER INQUIRY SCREENS

FGIBAVL ⇒ BUDGET AVAILABILITY STATUS FORM
- A summarized view by budgeted pooled accounts; will show expenditures, commitments and available balances.

Account Series:
60000 - Personal Services (Payroll)
70000 - Other Expense (OE)

FGIBDSR ⇒ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY FORM
- A summarized view of ALL accounts; will show expenditures, commitments and available balances.
- Are able to navigate to a detailed view of each individual account.

FGIENCD ⇒ DETAIL ENCUMBRANCE ACTIVITY FORM
- A detailed view of a specific encumbrance (e.g. Travel Authorization, Personal Service Agreement, Purchase Orders).
- Illustrates any changes (e.g. change orders, payments, liquidation) to the encumbrance.

FGIOENC ⇒ ORGANIZATIONAL ENCUMBRANCE LIST FORM
- Screen will list all open encumbrances for a specific department.
- You are able to navigate to a detailed view of each individual open encumbrance. This will show all payments and change orders against the encumbrance.
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